PIRANESI
It seems that not only diamonds, but also rubies are a girl’s best friend. Made for royalty, this unbelievable
ensemble of diamond and ruby choker, drop earrings, ring and bracelets is as seductive as it is sophisticated.
Expertly crafted settings and discriminating design are every woman’s fantasy for a wardrobe of fine jewelry. This
set makes it a reality as well.
CRAIG DRAKE
Lovely, artistic and whimsical, the Estro Collection from Craig Drake offers objects of desire, direct from nature.
This fun-spirited line includes a menagerie of insects, amphibians, and sealife which are bejeweled in an array of
diamonds, colorful sapphires and rare stones.
Another way to be distinctively different this season is with the most lustrous, magnificent, multicolored Tahitian
pearl necklace known to man or animal.
JUDITH RIPKA
Golden tones are the epitome of style at the moment. Judith Ripka’s lace cuff bracelet is an exquisite, diamond
accented chain design embraced by brushed, 18K yellow gold.
Yellow sapphires in both the bracelet and earrings follow the theme while highlighting Ripka’s signature matte
finish and mesh designs.
A necklace of golden South Sea pearls fastened with two yellow gold and diamond rondelles complement this
majestic set.
BARRY KRONEN
To the point and on the mark, these black and white diamonds are part of the new eclipse collection. This suite is
art deco and millennium, or modern and retro simultaneously. With its classic, clear cut lines this distinctive set
features pavé black and white diamonds made to wow everyone from the wearer to the wooer.
The entire Kronen Collection is chic and fashion-forward. Its simplicity and seduction render the avant-garde
woman ready for any occasion.
AARON BASHA
Aaron Basha’s exciting new Nem-Nem Collection in 18K white gold, designed to rejuvenate the soul, these
crystals, tourmalines and diamonds combine to heal and energize anyone who wears them.
DE VROOMEN
A cascade of sapphire beads culminates in a beautifully crafted gold centerpiece, accented with green enamel bands
and set with an eye catching crystalline ruby, understated ruby and enamel ear clips, a bold 18K gold repoussé
bracelet set with ruby and a stunning sapphire ring are the ideal complements for this sophisticated and elegant
suite.
De Vroomen, one of the few designers in the world who has mastered the ancient art of repoussé, has excelled
himself once again with this unique collection.
PICCHIOTTI
Reminiscent of listening to a piece of music that evokes memories, emotions and energies, this diamond necklace
gives the woman who wears it an overture of opulence. Ten months in the making, the necklace is set with 1,020
diamonds totaling 73.76 carats. Luxurious diamond clustered ring and ear clips are the perfect accompaniment.

